
SUMMARY 

AND CONCLUSION

The proposals put forward in this report concentrate on a single objective; to upgrade
domestic shipping services in the South Pacific. To achieve this end it is necessary to deal with
all the main issues which hinder development of those services. These issues have been
summarized briefly in the report as follows:

Financial constraints leading to employment of old and unsuitable ships,
Lack of adequate maintenance and repair facilities,
Lack of adequate domestic port facilities,
Lack of adequate licensing controls by governments leading to employment ofexcessive number of vessels, .

Lack of skilled management, ..
Low safety standards, and
Lack of adequate standards of crew training to meet modem internationalrequirements.

The proposals are focused around the central theme of providing finance for new tonnage
to replace the oldest ships with a smaller number of more efficient vessels. It will be suggested
that some form of regional institution should be established for this purpose, under which loans
can be made available to shipowners for building, or in certain cases, purchase of these vessels.
It will also be proposed that building of all but the more sophisticated types of vessels should be
carried out in South Pacific countries. .

In view of the paucity of accurate data on domestic cargo and passenger flows in many
South Pacific countries, the number and types of new vessels required could not be established
using these criteria. The methodology used has therefore been of less sophisticated nature with
a fleet acquisition programme framed to replace the capacity of the oldest vessels with a lesser
number of more efficient carriers designed to suit the needs of the countries concerned.

The first two sections of the report outline the current shipping services in each country
and examine the issues and constraints which affect their operations. The third section puts
forward proposals to assist upgrading of safety standards and marine training as well as
reviewing trade licensing systems. In the fourth section these proposals are linked to a fleet
construction and purchase programme designed to replace the oldest of the ageing ships of the
South Pacific.

The fifth section first attempts to estimate the magnitude of the capital required forrealizing 
the above-mentioned ship acquisition programme and secondly discusses constraintsto 

the implementation of the programme.

The last section suggests financial strategies for acquiring replacement vessels including
policy options and measures for governments and the private sector as well as those to beconsidered 

on a regional basis.
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The proposals to be put forward for consideration by the South Pacific governments and
ship operators can be briefly summarized as follows:

A strategy for the replacement of the oldest ships in the domestic fleet (vessels
aged over 20 years) by means of a five-year construction/purchase programme to
extend through the period 1998-2002. (Item IV)

2. A feasibility study on the possible establishment of a regional ship financing
institution or similar mechanism to provide funding for the programme through
a system of co-ownership by the financing institution and borrowers (ship
operators). (Items IV A and VI C.!) .

3.

Linked to this proposed programme, proposals to upg~~de domestic shipping
services by:

Elimination of over-tonnaging through enforcement of trade licensingcontrols, 
introduction of a franchising scheme and encouragement of

"scrap and build" policy by national governments. (Items III A and VI A)

Improvement of safety standards throughout domestic fleets. (Item III B)

Assistance in upgrading of maritime- training to meet current international
requirements. (Item III C) .

Establishment of an inventory of maritime technical resources with an
information exchange service for South Pacific countries. (Item III D)

4.

Proposals for a proportion of the ship replacement programme to consist of new
vessels to be built in South Pacific shipyards with remaining vessels to be
acquired by means of secondhand purchase; (Items IV'and V B.2)

5.

Proposal for increasing credit-worthiness of ship operators by:

Enhancing 

managerial capability through computerized system. (Item VI
B.2)

Merger and cooperation among ship operators. (Item VI B.3)

6.

Strengthening the role of the Asian Development Bank in the field of ship
finance. (Item VI C. 3).
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